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FLEX extends its range of accessories with versatile 

multi-tool and bit sets  

 
Steinheim, March 2023 – Well-organised and effective accessories are 

crucial when it comes to using power tools efficiently. That's why just in 

time for BAU 2023, FLEX-Elektrowerkzeuge GmbH is expanding its 

extensive range of accessories to include versatile multi-tool and bit sets.  

 

At BAU, FLEX is unveiling two multi-tool sets with attachments for working on 

wood, metal and tiles to go with the FLEX MT 18.0-EC C cordless multi-tool. 

Specially designed for wood and metal, the SM BI-SET VE3 set has three robust 

and durable blades. These are suitable for example for grooving or cutting wood, 

hard wood or plastic, and for cutting non-metallic cables and pipes as well as 

non-hardened nails, screws and profiles. The sophisticated design of the blades 

aids precise cutting and prevents chips and abrasion.  

 

Multi-tool set for tiling jobs 

FLEX has another multi-tool set especially for tiling jobs in the shape of the 

three-piece SM/RM SET VE3. The multi-tool blades it contains are designed 

especially for routing joints and cut-outs, removing mortar and glue residues 

and cutting nails, copper pipes and plasterboard or even for rasping wood 

cuttings. The robust carbide blades ensure fast removal and boast a long 

service life.  

 

Bit sets for more tidiness and clarity 

The new handy bit sets now make screwing jobs with FLEX power tools even 

faster and easier. The flexible sets are available either empty with 41 slots or 

filled with 25 or 41 different bits. The contents of each box can be individually 

determined so that the most frequently needed bits can be selected during the 

ordering process. For optimum tidiness during transport and storage, the sets 

can be stacked inside and on top of each other, and can be bundled in a stack 



with a lock on the side. A reliably-closing latch opens and closes the boxes.  
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The new handy bit sets with either 41 or 
25 pieces now make screwing jobs with 
FLEX power tools even faster and easier. 
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The SM BI-SET VE3 multi-tool set with 
three robust and durable blades was 
designed especially for wood and metal. 
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The robust blades in the SM/RM SET 
VE3 multi-tool set were designed 
especially for tiling jobs. 
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Contact: 
FLEX-Elektrowerkzeuge GmbH     
Oliver Gnann-Geiger        
Bahnhofstrasse 15      
71711 Steinheim/Murr, Germany        
Tel: (0049) (0)7144 / 828-195, Fax: 25899     
Mail: oliver.gnann-geiger@flex-tools.com    
 
 
About FLEX 
For FLEX-Elektrowerkzeuge GmbH, based in the south German town of Steinheim/Murr, the 
craftsman comes first. For this reason, this renowned power tools manufacturer has for over 90 
years been going to wherever these are used: Building sites, workshops and factories. 
Continuous dialogue and many years of experience mean that FLEX is constantly coming up with 
new and innovative solutions that ensure better and more economical working. FLEX products 
have already received many awards, including the Plus X Award 2020, 2019 & 2014, and the Red 
Dot Design Award 2018 & 2014, and the 'Designpreis Deutschland' 2011 and the IF product 
design award 2011. FLEX currently employs 240 people and sells its products via a global 
network of trade vendors. More information is available at www.flex-tools.com 
 
 
In our texts, the generic masculine is used for better readability. Female and other gender 
identities are explicitly included as far as it is necessary for the statement. 
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